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Inside King’s Leap gallery, a tiny space on the fifth floor of a multiuse Tribeca building, a large gelatin mold is currently 

decomposing. The cone-shaped orb was constructed by 32-year-old Canadian artist Sharona Franklin. She’s titled it 

Mycoplasma Altar, and filled it with real daisies, rose thorns, juniper berry, metal nuts and bolts, kidney beans, 

amoxicillin pills, and glass syringes with expired antibodies, among other found objects. The gelatin powder and almond 

extract sculpture is the centerpiece of Franklin’s first solo exhibition in the U.S., titled New Psychedelia of Industrial 

Healing. It’s complemented by two UV-printed ceramic plates, as well as a hanging quilt featuring her original 

photography and graphics.

The show is a sampling of Franklin’s body of work, which she’s been producing since she was around four years old. As a 

child, the artist was diagnosed with Still’s disease, which causes severe, painful inflammation of the joints and internal 

organs. She also contends with endometriosis and two blood disorders, among other physical issues. One purpose of her 

work is to challenge perceptions of disability and chronic illness. A phrase on the bright quilt in the gallery reads, “Pity is 

a sin greater than any sick-ness.”

Through her gelatin sculptures, cakes, and homespun objects—which she calls “bio-shrines” to her treatments—the 

artist aims to show that being bed-bound for 90% of her day-to-day life and walking with a cane, when she can, is not a 

roadblock for creativity. Nor are the medications she takes, or the biotechnological testing she’s been a part of since she 

was a toddler. Franklin defines her art practice, and this retrospective exhibition at King’s Leap, as “the embodiment of 

biopharmacology, biocitizenship, and the unveiled autobiography of a daily ritual, private self-injection, and the 

treatment of genetic disease.” The comforting quilt is meant to represent antibodies that take shape once inside 

Franklin’s body, while the plates examine “questions of ingestion, mutation, and regeneration.” The gelatin reflects the 

fragility of her body—this particular sculpture of hers will decompose over the next few weeks until the exhibition closes 

on March 28, giving visitors the opportunity to watch, in real time, an organic degeneration.

“I think for a long time I thought that I had to not take medicine or to get better in order to be an artist or a person or a 

friend,” Franklin says. “I felt like those things always had to be divided, and I think most of that division was just born 

from the public lack of education and misunderstanding.” Now her work is closely aligned with her authentic experience.

There is more to see for interested viewers online: Franklin’s Instagram account @paid.technologies documents the 

stunning, surrealistic confections that she molds and bakes from her small apartment in Vancouver. She has nearly 

50,000 followers on this account and thousands on her other three accounts, which act as additional portals into her 

media like quiltmaking, ceramics, poetry, and graphic design. She has become a well-known advocate for the disabled 

community, both online and in her home city of Vancouver.

A few days before her solo show opened at King’s Leap, Franklin was noshing on a Bavarian pretzel the size of a serving 

platter. She was having her portrait taken for Vogue inside Gottscheer Hall, a dusty German bar and chandeliered 

ballroom straight out of 1950s Queens. Like her art, Franklin is at once sweet and deeply profound. “The way that 

people engage with my work, I think, says a lot about their comfort levels,” Franklin says, mid-bite of salted sourdough. 

“Most people are like, ‘Oh, we love the cake, just make a beautiful cake and we’re going to celebrate,’ which is 

important, so I do that, but then—sometimes things do decompose and do their own thing and aren’t consumed.” 

Franklin hopes this new exhibition will introduce her followers to the breadth of her work beyond the viral jellies.
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The artist at her first solo show in the U.S., inside King’s Leap Gallery in
Tribeca. Photographed by Chase C. Middleton

Franklin's “antibody” quilt, which includes a series of graphic art works and photographs
that she has been creating for the last couple of years. Photographed by Chase C.
Middleton

One of eight siblings, Franklin lived with her family in trailer homes in two different rural areas in Canada. Growing up 

without a movie theater, without cable TV, and without the internet, she entertained herself with foraging and fashion 

magazines, designing her own clothes and creating collages with found materials. But Franklin was confined to a 

hospital bed for a large chunk of her early years. She finished high school when she was 27, and went on to attend an art 

school in Vancouver. She didn’t graduate, but the time and place allowed her to define her at-home art practices while 

she made money by designing album art for local bands and posters for techno parties.

As she honed her own voice, Franklin found early inspiration in a Parisian magazine called Cheap Date. “They had all of 

these fake fashion ads, but instead of clothes or recognizable logos, there were messages about AIDS or the Salvation 

Army done in the style of Calvin Klein or YSL,” Franklin explains. “So I started to look at fashion magazines I had 

alongside my medications and I thought, Why are these things never combined? Why can’t you talk about them in the 

same context?” She began to create her own zines, which she viewed as a new way of looking at pop culture that reflected 

her own experience. As a kid, Franklin says, “I always felt like medical treatments were so dehumanizing, even though 

they are naturalized in so many homes.”

As King’s Leap curator Alec Petty says of Franklin’s art practice: “I think she has a really unique way of inviting viewers 

in to understand these really complex issues around disability and activism, and also larger bureaucratic structures; and at 

the same time, it’s really thorough and really beautiful work.”



The artist's quilt features phrases that underscore her efforts to demystify medical treatment for chronic illnesses and disabilities.
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When Franklin’s carefully layered work found momentum online, it quickly spurred imitators, the most noticeable being 

Gucci, which released ads featuring jelly cakes that were strikingly similar to Franklin’s. She’s now focused on the 

positivity that arose from the incident: “I’ve had a lot of other artists write to me and thank me, which has been really 

nice,” Franklin says. “I had people write to me from inside the company and praise me for speaking out. I just think it’s 

important to have those people like me—who are working outside of the fashion community—be a part of it.”

Franklin would eventually like to incorporate clothing into her repertoire, since she already makes some of her own 

wardrobe at home as well as bags. It was her grandmother who taught her to sew and to bake. “She was an oil painter,” 

Franklin says proudly. “She refuses to paint now, though. My grandmother is a gardener and very resourceful, very 

industrious.” Franklin smiles at the thought of the woman who taught her how to be a maker. This is perhaps where 

Franklin gleaned her tenacity, though she does admit that it took her a bit of time to realize that she could use art as a 

method for pain management and disability recognition.

“So many people live like me, and they live shrouded and hidden,” Franklin says. “Part of the idea of making cakes and 

gelatines and quilts is celebration—I want to celebrate the things that make our lives livable. For me, it’s the treatment 

and medicine, which, though complicated politically, or some are really toxic, they make my life more enjoyable. My 

work is a kind of radical self-acceptance.”
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New Psychedelia of Industrial Healing is on display at King’s Leap Gallery now through March 28.
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